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The Asia Strategy seeks to invest in companies that operate mainly in Southeast Asia that supply goods in support of the export 
trade, capture the full return potential of manufacturing that increasingly involves automation and higher value-added goods, 
address the needs of a rising consumer class in Asia, benefit from China plus one theme, and/or generally benefit from the higher 
growth profile of the region. 

Outlook and Positioning: 
In addition to Omicron and China, we would add the U.S. to the list of macro risks affecting the outlook in the region. With 
inflation running hot in the U.S., Omicron rampant, an unreliable supply chain fueling that inflation, and a puzzling employment 
market made unpredictable by the Great Resignation, the Federal Reserve may be in a quandary about the timing and degree of 
withdrawal of unprecedented monetary accommodation. Simply put, the Fed may be “behind the curve’ in its objective to contain 
inflation.  The Fed’s looming action and the potential demand destruction that comes with it may affect the export sector in Asia 
and its U.S. dollar debt servicing capability which could place downward pressure on the region’s currencies.    

On the other hand, should inflation subside in a true post-Covid world, the risk posed by the Fed would lessen. Asia has 
differentiating positive attributes that have materialized during the pandemic. With inflation a major concern here, generally, and 
surprisingly for a place that is sensitive to imported commodity inflation, there is very little inflation in the region.  Except for 
Covid related business closures, labor markets there are behaving quite normally. And while feeling the effect of increased costs 
for power, most of Asia, unlike Europe, continues to embrace both coal and nuclear, two relatively inexpensive sources of power. 
Consequently, we believe energy does not pose a specific threat to growth as it does in Europe. As for the supply chain, we believe 
it is more broken in the U.S. than Asia, so any debottlenecking in the U.S. should be beneficial to the region. Finally, fiscal 
and monetary policies in Asia have been accommodative but not as much as they have been in the U.S. and Europe. There is 
less excess to unwind.    

Asian markets can do well for these reasons but particularly because of the valuation differential with the U.S. Asia ex-Japan 
trades at a multiple of earnings that is at least one standard deviation below historical levels. Further healing of the global supply 
chain favors Asia especially as it relates to technology hardware. Should Covid recede, as is our hope, any revival in consumption 
which has been depressed during the pandemic should be hugely beneficial to the region’s economy and more importantly its 
psyche. Small and medium sized companies may outperform as they usually fly under the radar of heavy-handed government 
regulation that we see particularly in China. Since index heavyweights may feel the brunt of this excessive government scrutiny, 
we believe that stock selection will matter more next year than in prior periods. We look forward to investing our elevated cash 
levels in the strategy in the new year as our confidence increases with better news flow on the Covid front. 

Contributors and Detractors: 
As we reflect on the full-year 2021 performance, we are pleased that the Asia Strategy returned roughly mid-single digits across 
portfolios in a period that saw the MSCI AC Far East ex-Japan benchmark down over 8%. This large relative outperformance can 
be explained by a few broad factors. From a sector perspective, the portfolios were underweight consumer discretionary holdings 
and significantly overweight industrials. Due to the draconian Covid protocols in the region, consumer discretionary was by far 
the worst-performing sector for 2021 while industrials posted double digit return and outpaced the index. These accounted for 
about half of the relative outperformance. The second most apparent factor was being underweight large and mega-cap holdings.  
These index heavyweights, mainly Chinese companies, performed poorly as Beijing imposed an assortment of regulations that 
disproportionately impacted them.    

Portfolio Activity: 
We initiated a position in Amada which is a Japanese manufacturer of metal cutting, forming, shearing, and punching machines. 
The company develops factory automation solutions. It is a Covid related story as demand for durable goods like automobiles and 
white goods has accelerated in the throes of the pandemic and may continue to be strong because of demographic shifts of the 
population out of cities into more remote locations post-pandemic. The company benefits from changes in the manufacturing 
environment due to factory floor reforms particularly as they relate to increased automation. It is a decarbonization story as it is 
expecting outsized growth in its CO2 reducing fiber laser business. The company trades cheaply at 14x 2022 earnings, cheaper 
than its Japanese and Taiwanese counterparts in the machine tool area. 
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